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EUROPE4ALL IN SHORT        www.europe4all.net 
  

The project ‘Europe4All - European Digital Cultural Heritage and Values for Migrant 
Empowerment and Inclusion in Adult Education’ aims at raising awareness of the 
diversity of European cultural heritage and values and supporting intercultural dialogue 
and building mutual understanding between new arrivals and receiving communities. 
Young learners with and without migration backgrounds work together to create videos 
documenting and exploring shared experiences. Videos include a wide range of 
contemporary and historical examples of cultural heritage and its relevance to these 
experiences. By doing this, learners will open up a conversation on these values. 

The project will develop practical tools for the production of digital films by young adults with and without histories of migration 
together and will design materials to give adult educators specific tips on how to use the videos. 

KICK-OFF MEETING ONLINE 

 

 

At the end of January 2022, an enthusiastic team representing 6 organisations from 6 European countries - Germany, Austria, 
Cyprus, Greece, Italy and The Netherlands, - gathered virtually for a kick-off meeting to discuss and agree on the detailed plan for 
project implementation and the schedule for fulfilling the ambitious project targets and to set up short-term tasks. During this first 
meeting, the partners discussed and shared ideas on the project implementation in detail, and also analyzed the set objectives 
and forthcoming activities in order to plan the next steps. 
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES OF EUROPE4ALL PROJECT 

● help adult immigrants learn more about the cultural heritage and values shared by people in Europe 
● help (young) adults gain creativity skills through video developing of cultural heritage products 
● improve skills in intercultural communication 
● provide educators and/or nonformal trainers who support adult learners with tools to raise awareness on 

the importance of Europe’s cultural heritage, and values 

WHAT IS CURRENTLY GOING ON EUROPE4ALL? 

The partners have started with performing research on the needs of young people and adult educators by interviewing them using 
questionnaires. The aim of the research is to understand the needs of the target groups when talking about skills in digital 
filmmaking, fostering awareness of Europe’s cultural heritage and skills in intercultural communication. The results will help us to 
develop a useful and efficient practical guide for digital filmmaking and on a later stage to select the topics for creating the videos.  

During this research phase partners have made contacts with people who will be involved in the video productions and have 
discussed the topics young people are most interested in. 

During the next step of the project the partners will start developing the Guide that will help the users to create the videos. The 
result will be later piloted and tested among the local working groups and, if necessary, amended, by taking into consideration the 
results of the piloting. 

In June 2022 partners will hold a face-to face meeting in Vienna, Austria to discuss and agree on next project developments. 

The project is run from January 1st 2022 till December 31st 2023. 

PROJECT PARTNERS 

K8 Institut für strategische Ästhetik (Germany, project coordinator) 

The Hub Nicosia Ltd (Cyprus) 

Vienna Association of Education Volunteers (Austria) 

EURelations GEIE (Italy) 

Center for Education and Innovation (Greece)  

Pressure Line (Netherlands) 

For more information on the project, please visit www.europe4all.net or contact the project partners  
(contact details available via the website). 
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